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Swimming pool heat pumps



Our range of swimming pool heat pumps offer sustainable and dynamic heating for indoor and outdoor swimming pools of any size. Working at temperatures as low as -15°C, they are an excellent pool climate control solution and maintain the right temperature at minimal cost in busy leisure parks, soothing spas, private pools and more. Enquire below and speak to an expert today.
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Calorex I-PAC+ 12-16-22-28 – inverter swimming pool heat pumps




Small inverter heat pumps



All year round heating for indoor and outdoor pools by inverter-controlled heat pump technology.
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Dantherm HPP-i 8-12-16 – inverter swimming pool heat pumps




Swimming pool heat pumps – inverter



The low energy consumption coupled with high heat production makes the HPP-i heat pump an environmentally friendly way to heat your swimming pool.
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Calorex V-PAC 12-16-22 – inverter swimming pool heat pumps




Top outlet swimming pool heat pumps



Top outlet energy efficient pool water heating by inverter-controlled heat pump technology.
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Calorex I-PAC 8-12-16-22 – inverter swimming pool heat pumps




Small inverter heat pumps



Energy efficient pool water heating by inverter-controlled heat pump technology.
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Calorex C-PAC+ 6-8-12-15-20 – swimming pool heat pumps




Swimming pool heat pumps



C-PAC+ heat pumps are an environmentally friendly and efficient way to heat your swimming pool. The low energy consumption coupled with high heat production makes for lower pool running costs.
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Calorex I-PAC 50-100BHC – inverter swimming pool heat pumps




Large inverter heat pumps



Commercial swimming pool heat pumps that offer an economic solution to swimming pool heating and cooling.
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Dantherm HPP-iw 12-16-22-28 – inverter swimming pool heat pumps




Swimming pool heat pumps – inverter



HPP-iw heat pumps are designed to work all year round when temperatures are above -10°C. Thus, the pool season can be extended for several months.
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Calorex I-PAC 50-100BLY – inverter swimming pool heat pumps




Large inverter heat pumps



I-PAC commercial heat pumps are specifically designed to economically provide heating to high activity and larger pools such as those in camp sites, leisure parks, hotels
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SET i-Silent 10-15 – inverter swimming pool heat pumps




Swimming pool heat pumps – inverter



Pool heating with inverter-controlled heat pump technology.

















Why choose swimming pool heat pumps?

Without an adequate swimming pool heating system, warming an entire body of water can be difficult, long-winded and expensive. While the sun can help with this process naturally, the weather is unreliable and may only provide the ideal conditions a few weeks or months out of the entire year.


A swimming pool heat pump can be used to provide a constant or controlled flow of warmth to the pool, whenever the needs of you or your guests demand. To do this, source heat pumps capture and magnify the ambient air temperature before transferring it to the water. 

 

This is beneficial to homeowners and commercial swimming facilities because:


	Swimming pool heaters are exceptionally energy efficient, reducing power usage

	The heating costs associated with warming pools can be kept to a minimum

	These units require only electricity and an air source, minimising emissions

	Swimmer comfort can be maximised for a greater portion of the year



Swimming pool heating pumps do not generate heat themselves. Instead, these systems work by compressing cool ambient air from the outside. As this air is compressed, the warmth from the atmosphere is concentrated directly into the pool water via an efficient heat exchanger.


Because this technology only repurposes existing heat and transfers it efficiently from air to water, heating a swimming pool with an air source solution is very cost-effective and energy efficient, requiring only a small amount of power. 


Beyond the low costs associated with pool heat pumps, it is also important to consider the speed at which a device can heat a swimming pool. Heat pump technology can significantly cut down this duration, meaning users can enjoy a perfectly heated pool much sooner.


However, the speed at which a body of water reaches and maintains optimal conditions will vary on a case-by-case basis, dependent on numerous factors such as:


	Whether or not your pool is placed indoors or out

	The volume of water in your facility

	What country and climate your pool is in

	The surface area of the facility



To maximise the speed, efficiency and cost-effectiveness of your heat pump, it is important to choose a quality system from a trusted manufacturer, such as Dantherm Group.


We have decades of experience delivering sustainable, efficient and robust climate control solutions for pools indoors and out, all over the world.
Speak to our expert team today and we can help you select the optimal unit for your swimming pool.














Swimming pool heat pumps: Frequently Asked Questions










What are swimming pool heat pumps?














Swimming pool heat pumps deliver heat with exceptional economy and efficiency, requiring nothing but electricity and air to keep pool facilities at the right temperature throughout the year.











How do swimming pool heat pumps work to heat a pool?














Swimming pool heat pumps repurpose heat from the outside air, transferring it to a refrigerant before it is compressed. This process creates a hot gas that is used to warm water over time. 











What are the advantages of using swimming pool heat pumps?














With the right heat pump, keeping pools at the right temperature becomes a simple, straightforward process. This is because these systems are characterised by:


	Exceptional energy efficiency, due to their high coefficient of performance

	Low running costs, requiring just electricity and outside air to work

	Eco-friendly operation, foregoing the use of conventional fuels

	Robust versatility, functioning well in extreme temperatures 












Are swimming pool heat pumps suitable for all pool sizes?














Yes. Whether you require solutions for smaller residential-sized pools, or sizeable commercial facilities, Dantherm Group’s technology features solutions that meet the needs of practically any complex.

To determine the best units for your facility, reach out to our expert team today. Backed by decades of expertise, our team of professionals will get to know your exact requirements, and recommend only the most fitting equipment for your project. 











How long does it take for a swimming pool heat pump to heat a pool?














This depends. Based on the size of a pool, the climate of the environment, the insulation within, as well as the indoor or outdoor nature of a complex, the time it takes to reach desired temperatures will vary.











Are swimming pool heat pumps noisy?














No. We understand that the comfort of swimmers is a product of both the conditions in the pool, as well as the surrounding environment. That is why we utilise our expert understanding to design, manufacture and deliver systems that function quietly.

Running no louder than a computer, our equipment helps pool owners and operators deliver new levels of comfort to bathers worldwide. 











Do swimming pool heat pumps require regular maintenance?














Yes. To protect the condition and performance of your swimming pool heat pumps, it is important to:


	Routinely inspect the unit for damage

	Check bolts, cables and connections regularly 

	Clean off dirt from the exterior

	Cover the heat pump body when not in use












Can I buy your swimming pool heat pumps online?














For all of our swimming pool heat pumps, VAT-registered companies can get a quote very quickly by pressing 'I want to buy' and inserting their enquiry and contact details. 

However, you cannot carry out the entire purchasing process on our website. This is because due to the solution you wish to purchase and your area of residence, you may or may not need to buy through a local Dantherm Group representative. We will facilitate this when you use the 'I want to buy' button for the heat pump of your choice.











Can I bulk buy swimming pool heat pumps for a large project?














Yes, we can fulfil bulk orders across our range of swimming pool heat pumps for large, bespoke projects. Get in contact with our experts or go direct to your local Dantherm Group representative to discuss the exact needs of your project and how we can meet your requirements.











Can I speak to someone for technical advice to buy the right swimming pool heat pumps?














At Dantherm Group, we pride ourselves on ensuring all solutions we supply are tailored to your precise needs. Our decades of experience and total control over the design and manufacture of our range of swimming pool heat pumps means we can provide you with bespoke, technical advice to ensure you receive the most efficient, effective and sustainable solution. 

Reach out to our experts for a free, specialist consultation about your specifications so we can advise you on the most suitable solution.











What is your delivery time for swimming pool heat pumps?














This depends. For some standard swimming pool heat pumps, as well as their accessories and consumables, we offer day-to-day delivery. Larger or more complex orders will likely have a longer lead time.

For detailed information on when you can expect to receive the solutions you are interested in, please reach out to your local Dantherm Group representative.











Do you sell swimming pool heat pumps to private individuals?














No. Dantherm Group swimming pool heat pumps included on this website are sold only to industry professionals either directly or via our extensive network of suppliers.











Do you provide support, servicing and parts for these swimming pool heat pumps?














Yes. We have dedicated offices, suppliers and servicing partners based across Europe to provide timely, ongoing support across our entire range of pool heat pumps. You can get in touch through our contact form and we will make sure your enquiry is handled by the office or service partner best suited to your needs.

We also have an extensive network of spare parts dealers throughout Europe, who are geared to provide you with a complete stock of spare parts for your solutions. We are committed to catering to your needs and getting you the required parts as quickly and easily as possible.










How can I become a supplier to sell your swimming pool heat pumps?














If you would like to become a supplier of Dantherm Group swimming pool heat pumps, please refer to our Supplier Code of Conduct. 

Get in touch with our team via email or over the phone if you have an enquiry, and we will get back to you at our earliest convenience. 
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Inverter heat pumps for outdoor pools



How they work and why they outperform everything else
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How much does it cost to heat a swimming pool?



Gain insight into the most sustainable, cost-effective solution for heating your swimming pool.
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Choosing the most sustainable solution for your outdoor pool



How to minimise the energy required to heat your swimming pool
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Reach out to an expert



Need help with choosing the right solution? Our team of over 100 climate control experts can assist.



































Sign up to our newsletter

Join more than 5,000 professionals and be among the first to receive the latest news and updates from the Dantherm Group.
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